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ABSTRACT
The present work aims to improve auto-motive level Lithium-ion battery performance
and explore pilot battery design and fabrication. A brief survey about configuration and operation
condition used in industry work and lab scale research is given to motivate our efforts to establish
knowledge of intrinsic material property in an extended range and correlate it to macro level
performance. Electrolyte ionic conductivity with extended salt concentrations under different
temperatures are studied. The conductivity change trend is explained by 3 factors: the number of
free ions, the viscosity of electrolyte and the dielectric constant. Later, solid diffusion coefficient
measurement is studied with LS-GITT method. Without inputting phase change features, the
method successfully extracts apparent solid diffusion coefficient at a reasonable magnitude level.
Quantified accuracy is also given by root mean squares error values. Thus we approve the method
is an efficient way deriving diffusion coefficients to reconstruct voltage profiles with good
chemistry compatibility. Low temperature 18650 battery cell performance is investigated as our
focus shifts to macro level. A comparison between PVDF and SBE/CMC binders shows superior
performance of electrodes made with PVDF binder at low temperatures. Finally a pilot design
and fabrication is demonstrated to build battery core for multifunctional composite PowerPanel.
A 19Ah battery panel is successfully made and retains 79.3% capacity after 90 cycles.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have been ubiquitous power sources for portable
electronics such as smartphones and laptops ever since their commercialization by Sony in 1991
because of its high gravimetric and volumetric capacity because of its higher gravimetric and
volumetric energy density, as shown in Fig. 1-1.1

Figure 1-1. Comparison of different battery technologies in terms of gravimetric and volumetric
energy density1

2
A Li-ion battery is composed of several unit cells electrically connected to each other in
parallel and /or series to provide required voltage and capacity. Each cell consists of a positive
(cathode) and a negative (anode) electrode separated by an electrolyte solution with lithium salts,
which is electrically insulating but enables ion transfer, as shown in Fig. 1-2. Electrode reactions
during discharge are expressed as follows, where M stands for Co, Mn or Ni etc.:
Anode:

LixC6  C6  xLi   xe
0
Eanode
 0 ~ 0.5V

Cathode:

Li(1 x ) M yOz  xLi   xe  LiM yOz

0
ECathode
 3.5 ~ 4.5V

Overall:

Li(1 x ) M yOz  LixC6  LiM yOz  C6
0
0
E  ECathode
 EAnode
 4V

During discharge, Li+ ions move through electrolyte from anode to cathode while
equivalent electrons are released through external circuit. Reverse reactions take place during
charge.
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Figure 1-2. Schematic of a rechargeable Li-ion battery cell1
During the past two decades, with the exploding demands of portable information
devices, great efforts have been put into Li-ion battery research towards higher energy and power
density, longer life and better safety. Recently, emerging automotive application has driven the
Li-ion battery development into another rapid growth phase2. Advantages of lower self-discharge,
lower maintenance requirement, higher operating voltages, higher energy density and longer
cycle life have made Li-ion batteries outperform conventional competitors for mobile
applications and further to be a promising candidate for automobile use1. However, challenges
arising from huge differences between operation requirements of mobile and auto-motive
applications still exist for their further utilization in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in
electric vehicles (PHEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs). Batteries in xEVs store significantly
greater energy than those in portable devices. For instance, an iPad 4 comes with a 42.5Wh
battery while the number for automotive batteries is about 1000 times greater, as listed in Table
1-1 of goals for advanced batteries used in EVs set by U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium
(USABC)3. Automotive batteries also demand much higher power density. On the other hand,
energy density for HEVs and PHEVs are lower than that of EVs because of their smaller battery
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energy portion, but xEVs need even higher energy density than those of portable electronics in
general.

Table 1-1 USABC goals for advanced batteries for EVs3

The drastic increase of energy demand, from 42.5Wh for an iPad 4 to 40,000Wh for
automobile, results not only in vast variation in battery cell size and number but also in much
higher requirement of energy density. Generally Li-ion cells can be divided into 4 categories4:


Small cylindrical including coin type (solid body without terminals, such as those
used in laptop batteries)



Large cylindrical (solid body with large threaded terminals)



Pouch (soft, flat body, such as those used in cell phones)



Prismatic (semi-hard plastic case with large threaded terminals, often used in
vehicles' traction packs)
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Batteries used in portable electronics like watches, phones and laptops are often
composed of limited number of small cylindrical or pouch cells. While battery systems used in
vehicles are normally build with hundreds or even thousands of bigger cells, not to mention
configurations of these small and big cells are greatly different. The complicated systems
integrate a large portion of electrical and mechanical components like management and protection
devices, which significantly reduces power and energy density in pack level. Such a compromise
makes the energy and power density requirement in cell level for automobile batteries much
higher than those for mobile applications, as presented by Table 1-2.
Mobile Applications5

EVs3

Cell Basis Energy Density

190 Wh/kg

400 Wh/kg

Pack Basis Energy Density

100 Wh/kg

200 Wh/kg

Total Energy

<100 Wh

40,000 Wh

Table 1-2 Comparison of battery energy density for mobile applications and EVs

Another key difference is the operation condition with corresponding life time. It should
be noticed that the automotive condition range is much wider than that of many portable
electronics. Mobile devices often require only intermittent use in a limited temperature range
around 0oC ~ 60oC under moderate operation and upgrading to newer version every 2 or 3 years.
Meanwhile, batteries in vehicles have to survive without a failure in 10 years, through continuous
operation in extreme environments varying from Antarctica to the Sahara, possibly with strong
vibration and strikes. Other emphases for automotive use include safety, cost, charging time and
reliability6. As mentioned above, the majority of battery research has been focusing on portable
electronics with relatively lower performance requirement at mild conditions. Thus, without
significant enhancement in different aspects from energy and power density to all-weather
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performance, the current dominant status of Li-ion batteries for mobile application will not lead
to success in auto industry.

1.2 Motivation
Numerous efforts have been put into Li-ion battery research, including study of new
materials for better performance such as higher energy and power density, investigation for
longer life and better safety7. However, many of the research work were conducted with coin
cells which were easy and flexible to fabricate, but the electrode specifications were far from
optimized ones used in real industry. Table 1-3 lists several electrode recipes used in literature8 9
10

and an industry-standard configuration for 18650 cylindrical cells (18mm in diameter and

65mm in height). It’s easily seen that those recipes in literature used significantly greater
percentages of conductive carbon (help conducting electrons) and binders (holding materials to
current collectors) while they are limited to as less as possible without sacrificing performance in
commercial cells. These conductive agent and binders may contribute to revealing material
properties but they also cause a great loss of total capacity and difference in electrode structure.
Secondly, there’s usually no systematic control of electrode size, thickness and porosity, which
play important role affecting battery performance and cycle life. In these CR 2016 coin cells
(20mm in diameter and 1.6mm in height), thin electrodes are usually smaller than 2 cm2, with
coating density less than 1mg/cm2. In an 18650 cylindrical cells, cathode electrodes are coated
about 20mg/cm2 per side, with an area around 400 cm2. To utilize the space in a cylindrical can as
much as possible, electrodes are compressed to a designed porosity, tightly wound with
separators and inserted to a fixed volume with as much electrode material as possible. Thus, little

7
electrolyte can be added as only pores in electrodes are available inside the cell, compared to
abundant electrolyte added in a coin cell with less than 20% of the inner space occupied by
electrodes. Performance of these lab-made coin cells may not reveal problems in a real cell as
these variations in cell specification may cause quite different or even controversial behavior11.

NMC

NMC8

LCO9

LMO10

94:3:3

82:7:11

78:10:12

70:5:25

20

<1

<1

<1

Packing density (g/cm3)

3.2

Not compressed

Not compressed

Not compressed

Electrode thickness (um)

150

-

-

-

Materials
Slurry Composition
Act : Cond C: Binder
Coating Density (mg/cm2)
single side

Table 1-3 Electrode configurations of coin cells and 18650 cylindrical cells

As described above, there are huge differences between Li-ion batteries for mobile and
automotive applications in terms of configurations, energy density and operation conditions while
a great part of research are still based on electrode specifications under mild conditions far from
those of practical battery cells. It’s highly possible that problems in a practical battery cell may
not be completely revealed in such approaches. The present work will try to advance knowledge
of material properties in an extended range, correlating to them to macro level performance and
solve practical problem with direct engineering strategy.
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Chapter 2
Change of Electrolyte Ionic Conductivity with Salt Concentration and
Temperature

2.1 Introduction
To achieve higher performance under a specific operation condition, knowledge of
material properties and cell specifications has to be established for either exploring new materials
or tailoring cell designs to different applications, although some of them are hard to obtain
through in-situ observation. The latter may vary with different applications even if electrode
materials are the same. But the material properties, as a collection of thermodynamic, kinetic and
transport properties associated with a specific material, such as density, electrical/ionic
conductivity, open circuit potential, exchange current density for Li intercalation/de-intercalation.
These properties represent characteristics of materials and are critical to battery modeling and
design. However, a material property database of high reliability and accuracy is absent in current
literature with limited property data under specific conditions available. Thus, an effort to build a
database for Li-ion battery materials was initiated with the expectation to cover the majority of
known materials used in the Li-ion batteries, and also general enough to include as many
functional dependences on state variables, such as concentration, temperature, etc.. For multiple
measurements of the same property, comparisons are made with judicious selection. The
objective is to build a comprehensive, accurate and reliable database. Efforts are underway to
make additional measurements for properties that are lacking or absent in the literature.
Electrolyte is one of major components of a Li-ion battery as the medium of lithium ion
transport between cathode and anode in Li-ion batteries. After decades of research and
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development, current electrolytes are playing a key role providing good battery performance.
Among numerous candidates, organic solvents such as ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl
carbonate (DMC), ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) and lithium salts like lithium
hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) has been widely used as a good combination. EC was first
considered as an electrolyte cosolvent by Elliot in 196412 for its low viscosity and high dielectric
constant and was further recognized as a critical part by Dahn in 199013 for forming an effective
protective SEI layer. DMC and EMC were later introduced as cosolvents due to high anodic
stability and wide temperature window14 15 16 17 18. And for lithium salts, LiPF6 is a well-balanced
winner of dissociation constant and average ion mobility19. However, new applications such as
hybrid electric vehicles, plug-in vehicles, pure electric vehicles, stationary energy storage and
power source on airplanes haven been challenging battery chemistry including electrolyte with
demand of significant progress. Electrolytes need to accommodate higher working voltage
towards greater energy density of batteries. It’s also necessary for them to survive through
extremes of operation conditions such as high or low temperatures while ensuring good
performance and long cycle or shelf life without compromising on safety. It should also be noted
that practical applications often require usage of complex battery systems of big single cells
within which local conditions may vary extremely. Thus, providing good ionic conductivity over
wide range of operation conditions while maintaining good stability and compatibility has been a
minimal criteria electrolytes must meet. Tremendous efforts have been dedicated to the subject
where solvent composition, salt content and temperature are studied. The transport properties of
battery electrolyte haven been widely investigated. However, most of available data for
electrolyte properties in the open literature are confined at few specific salt concentrations or
specific temperatures while we acknowledge the full studies of Li+ diffusion coefficient, the Li+
transference number, and the Li salt activity and electrolyte conductivity dependent on
concentration and temperature by Valøen and Reimers20. The present work uses a state-of-the-art
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solvent and studies 15 concentrations of LiPF6 (0 M to 4 M) in the solvent with temperature
dependent conductivity. The lithium ion concentration in Li-ion cells exhibits very wide
distributions during the high current charge/discharge processes, although the nominal or average
lithium ion concentration is around 1.2 M. Thus this study aims to investigate the temperature and
salt concentration effect on ionic conductivity in a more extended range, providing valuable data
to understand or simulate the electrolyte behavior in the cells.

2.2 Experimental
Electrolytes with 15 different LiPF6 concentrations (0, 0.01 M, 0.05 M, 0.07 M, 0.1 M,
0.3 M, 0.5 M, 0.7 M, 1.0 M, 1.2 M, 1.4 M, 1.6 M, 2 M, 3 M and 4 M) were based on 1.2 M LiPF6
electrolyte (from PANAX). Additional solvent or salt was added to get the target salt
concentrations. The solvent was composed of EC, EMC and DMC with a volume ratio of 3:3:4.
Each electrolyte was well sealed in a bottle with a rubber around the conductivity probe
submerged in the electrolyte (Fig. 2-1), which was done in the MBraun glove box. This bottle
was then placed in a Tenney environmental chamber maintaining at each certain temperature for
at least 30 min before an ionic conductivity was recorded using a VWR Traceable ionic
conductivity meter.
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Figure 2-1. Picture of conductivity measurement setup

2.3 Results and Discussions
Fig. 2-2 shows electrolyte ionic conductivities with 15 different LiPF6 concentrations
under different temperatures. The conductivities increase monotonically with rising temperature
for each salt concentration. When the salt concentration is 0.5 – 1.6 M, the conductivity is always
above 2.0 mS/cm in the temperature range of -20 to 60 oC. Such conductivity level is practically
usable in Li-ion batteries, especially at low temperatures. When the salt concentration is below
0.3 M or above 2 M, the conductivity gradually decreases to a very low level below a certain
temperature.
The conductivity changing with LiPF6 concentration displays a peak value at 1.0 or 1.2 M
for each temperature (Fig. 2-3). When LiPF6 concentration is lower or higher than 1.0 or 1.2 M,
the conductivity decreases. It can also be seen the increasing of conductivities for a certain salt
concentration along with higher temperatures in this figure. The behavior can be explained by the
dependency of three factors on variation of salt concentration and temperature: the number of
dissociated ions in the electrolyte, the viscosity and dielectric constant of the electrolyte17. Ions in
the electrolyte usually respond to the applied electric field in a highly free manner. Thus, the
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number of dissociated ions in a unit volume may exhibit a direct effect on ionic conductivity.
When the number is high, conductivity will be high accordingly, if other conditions remain.
However, the number is not always proportional to salt concentration. At low concentration
region, higher concentration provides more free ions, increasing the conductivity. But when the
electrolyte becomes concentrated, the number of free ions reduces due to ionic interactions and
association. Correspondingly, the overall conductivity declines as salt concentration exceeds 1.2
M. Thus, 1.0 or 1.2 M LiPF6 concentration is best used for Li-ion batteries due to its high
conductivity, which is greater than 2.5 mS/cm even at -20 oC. It should also be noted that high
temperature usually enhance the conductivity as dissociation is promoted by stronger thermal
agitation21.
The second major factor is the viscosity of the electrolyte solution as it determines how
easy the movement of a free ion carrying charges can be, with response to an applied electric field
while other conditions are fixed. The viscosity increases with both higher salt concentration and
temperature, at higher value of which the conductivity is inversely lowered22 23 24. The third factor
is the dielectric constant of the solvent which contributes to prevention of ion association when
it’s high. Here the composition of solvents are fixed for the present study. Therefore it only varies
with temperature in a monotonic manner as alignment of solvent molecules are interrupted at high
temperatures21.
The observed changes of conductivity agree well with variation of the three factors
induced by salt concentration and temperature. In the low salt concentration region of Figure 2-3,
where the number of dissociated ions playing a dominant role increases easily with rising
concentration, ionic conductivity goes towards to its peak value as the electrolyte is becoming
more conductive with more free ions. If the electrolyte keeps getting more concentrated, ion
association and increase of viscosity is also enhanced. Conductivity begins falling from the top
after they reach a dominant level. It should be noted that conductivity drop abruptly when salt
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concentration falls beyond 0.5 – 1.5 M. Such conditions causing huge overpotential is possible in
certain area of battery electrodes under high rate charging or discharging. Therefore, the optimum
working range of salt concentration is not only a designing consideration of electrolyte but also a
critical operation parameter to control.
Figure 2-4 shows molar conductivity with different concentrations and temperatures by
dividing the measured conductivity by salt concentration. In this way, with the number effect of
free ions eliminated, the trend should follow the dominance of viscosity and ion association.
Therefore, the molar conductivity keeps decreasing as viscosity and ion association increase with
higher concentration.
As seen in the previous figures, increasing temperature enhances conduction by
contributing to a higher number of dissociated ions, lower viscosity and lower dielectric constant.
What’s more, conductivity reaches peaks at lower concentration under lower temperature,
indicating stronger effect of rising viscosity when electrolyte gets concentrated under such
conditions25. Clearer trend of conductivity change with temperature is shown in Figure 2-5,
where σ is the conductivity and T is the absolute temperature. Conduction is a thermally activated
process therefore logarithmic conductivity vs the inverse of temperature follows Arrhenius
behavior as shown by the linear relationship. Activation energy is also calculated from the linear
slope using Arrhenius equation. The increase of activation energy may suggest the contribution of
rising salt concentration to higher viscosity, which leads to a faster change of conductivity along
with temperature. Furthermore, the activation energy (Ea) is fit with salt concentration in a linear
relationship giving a rough estimation across the extended concentration range for practical use,
as shown in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-2. Electrolyte ionic conductivities with 15 different LiPF6 concentrations under different
temperatures

Figure 2-3. Electrolyte ionic conductivity as a function of LiPF6 concentration at different
temperatures
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Figure 2-4. Molar electrolyte ionic conductivities with 14 different LiPF6 concentrations under
different temperatures

Figure 2-5. Change of logarithmic conductivity with the inverse of temperature at different salt
concentrations
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Figure 2-6. Change of activation energy (Ea) with salt concentration and a linear fitting curve

2.4 Conclusion
Electrolyte conductivity was measured across an extended range of LiPF6 salt
concentration (0 to 4 M) and a wide temperature range (-20 to 60 oC). The conductivity increases
with rising temperature for each salt concentration. When the salt concentration is 0.5 – 1.6 M,
the conductivity is always above 2.0 mS/cm from -20 to 60 oC. Moreover, 1.0 or 1.2 M LiPF6
concentration is best for Li-ion battery use due to its highest conductivity, greater than 2.5 mS/cm
even at -20 oC. When the salt concentration is below 0.3 M or above 2 M, the conductivity
decreases to a very low level below a certain temperature. The conductivity follows Arrhenius
behavior, and the activation energy increases linearly with LiPF6 concentration. The trends of
electrolyte ionic conductivity variation with salt concentrations and temperatures can be
explained through the changes caused by the same conditions of three factors: the number of
dissociated ions in electrolyte, the viscosity of electrolyte and the dielectric constant. Thus, the
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measurement and observed trends are important to provide practical guidance in electrolyte
designing and operation condition maintenance to ensure sufficient conductivity in such extended
ranges.
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Chapter 3
Least Square Galvanostatic Intermittent Titration Technique for Solid
Diffusion Coefficient Measurement

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 GITT and LS-GITT
Li diffusion in an insertion compound is one of the important characteristics of the
rocking chair process dictating cell response and performances, as it’s usually the slowest process
during charge / discharge of the cell. Therefore, solid diffusion coefficient (Ds) dominates the
electrochemical dynamics, especially in high-power applications or under extreme environmental
conditions. Variation with diffusion mechanism, temperature, State of Charge (SOC), and
electrolyte concentration increase its complexity26. To develop materials with enhanced lithium
diffusion or to better simulate the dynamic response of a lithium-Ion battery cell, Ds must be
accurately measured under extended operation conditions.
Many experimental techniques have been employed to measure Ds. Common methods
include electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)27, cyclic voltammetry (CV)28,
galvanostatic, potentiostatic and capacity intermittent titration technique (GITT26, 29, PITT30 and
CITT31 respectively).
Based on a solid theoretical foundation and flexible to combine with charge and
discharge operation, GITT has been widely used and accepted. By applying cycles of low C-rate
current pulse and long rest, both transient and steady-state voltage response are recorded to
calculate solid phase diffusivities inherently with SOC variation. Classic GITT method starts with
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a thin planar layer geometry and is simplified to an analytical solution through several
assumptions: lithium diffusion fulfilling Fick’s second law; time duration τ of the current pulses
is short (τ≪𝐿2𝑆 /𝐷𝑆 ), where Ls is the characteristic dimension of the material; equilibrium potential
is in linear relationship with lithium composition before and after current pulses29b.
A typical GITT test for a 1.2 mAh coin cell with a LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM) positive
electrode and a metal lithium negative electrode is shown in Figure 3-1. The cell is charged to
100% SOC and resting for 4 hours before the test. Segments of 15-minute discharge at 0.1C
(0.00012A) and 30-minute resting is repeated 40 times to cut-off voltage. Open Circuit Potential
(OCP) is obtained simultaneously by recording voltages at the end of each resting period denoted
by blue stars in the inner section. Overpotentials from electrolyte and lithium metal are neglected
therefore lithium diffusion in cathode solid phase dominates voltage response. Figure 3-2 shows
the voltage curve of one discharge pulse around 11 hours after starting the test. When current
applies, the cell voltage quickly decreases from V3 to V1 due to ohmic and charge transfer
resistance, then slowly decreases to V2 as a result of lithium diffusion in the solid phase. After
discharge stops, the voltage increases to pseudo equilibrium voltage V4 with solid phase
equalization. The voltage drops (ΔVt = V1 – V2 and ΔVs = V3 – V4) are calculated from the four
voltage measurements V1, V2, V3 and V4.
The GITT diffusivity formula29b,
4

𝑛𝑀 𝑉𝑀 2 ∆𝑉𝑆 2
) ( ∆𝑉 )
𝑆
𝑡

𝐷𝑆 = 𝜋𝜏 (

[3-1]

nM and VM are the molar mass (mol) and volume (cm3/mol) of the active material,
respectively, S is the cell interfacial area, and τ is the time duration of the pulse. Here we apply
the single particle model by assuming NCM cathode consists of identical spherical particles with
radius Rs, so Eq. 1 becomes
4

𝑅

2 ∆𝑉

2

𝐷𝑆 = 𝜋𝜏 ( 3𝑆 ) ( ∆𝑉𝑆 )
𝑡

[3-2]
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Once ΔVt and ΔVs are extracted from the discharge curve like the ones in Fig.1 and Fig. 2,
Ds could be then calculated using Eq. 3-2.

Figure 3-1. Potential change during NCM GITT test at 20oC with OCP recording points denoted
by stars

Figure 3-2. Discharge pulse around 11 hours after starting the test
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As seem from the two figures, the coupled low C-rate pulse and long rest period triples
total discharge time to over 30 hours, not to mention the rest period is shortened to expedite the
whole process otherwise experiments may last weeks or months. Therefore, inaccuracy is
introduced as C-rates and rest time are set indifferent manners of time saving and hand picking
only 4 voltage points increase differences even to orders of magnitude for the same chemistry32.
An efficient way of obtaining solid diffusion coefficient with quantified accuracy highly
demanded.
Shen et al developed a Least Squares Galvanolstatic Intermittent Titration Technique for
accurate solid diffusion coefficient measurement33. The new method combines use of all data
points in current pulse and rest segments with accuracy evaluation by comparing reconstructed
voltage profile to the recorded origin. It starts with an impedance model to capture battery
dynamics where solid diffusion is described by Fick’s second law neglecting electrolyte diffusion
while reaction kinetics is described by Butler-Volmer equation. They’re further linearized and
simplified with single particle model. PadéApproximation is used to discretize the reduced order
transfer function model obtaining a ratio of two polynomials with an advantage of explicit
correlation between model and physical parameters. Finally Least Squares Method (LSM) is
applied to fit the whole GITT transient data with a second order impedance transfer function to
estimate solid phase diffusion coefficients. The second order transfer function writes in the form
below33:
𝑉(𝑠)
𝐼(𝑠)
𝐶

=

𝑅𝑇 𝑠2 +(35𝑅𝑇 𝛼2 +10𝛼1 )𝑠+105𝛼1 𝛼2
𝑠2 +35𝛼2

[3-3]

𝐷

+
where 𝛼1 = 3𝐴𝐹𝛿
, 𝛼2 = 𝑅2𝑠 , total resistance 𝑅𝑇 = 𝑅𝑓 + 𝑅𝑐𝑡 , and charge transfer resistance
𝜖𝑠

𝑅𝑇
.
𝑎
𝛿𝐹𝐴(𝛼
0 𝑠
𝑎 +𝛼𝑐 )

𝑅𝑐𝑡 = 𝑖

𝑠

Once LSM fits the data, solid diffusion coefficient can be calculated from

𝛼2 . Parameter descriptions are listed in Table 3-1
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Parameter

Description

A
𝛿
R
F
T
𝑅𝑓
𝐶+
𝜀𝑠
𝑎𝑠
𝑖0
𝛼𝑎
𝛼𝑐

Cell cross-section area, 𝑐𝑚2
Positive electrode thickness, 𝑐𝑚
Universal gas constant, 𝐽 ∙ 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1 ∙ 𝐾 −1
Faraday’s constant, 𝐶 ∙ 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1
Temperature, 𝐾
Contact resistance, Ω
Setpoint OCP slope, 𝑉 ∙ 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1 ∙ 𝑐𝑚3
Solid phase volume fraction
Specific solid phase area, 𝑐𝑚2 /𝑐𝑚3
Exchange current density, 𝐴 ∙ 𝑐𝑚2
Anodic transfer coefficient
Cathodic transfer coefficient

Table 3-1 Transfer function parameters33

Accuracy of both GITT and LS-GITT method is calculated by root mean square value of
difference between simulated voltage profiles to the test data and LS-GITT shows better accuracy
in most SOC range due to its use of whole voltage data and stronger tolerance of imperfect
experiment condition33.

1
∑𝑁𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙 (𝑉̂ (𝑡0
𝑁𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑖=1

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐿𝑆 = √

2

+ (𝑖 − 1)∆𝑡) − 𝑉(𝑡0 + (𝑖 − 1)∆𝑡)) ,

[3-4]

where 𝑉̂ (𝑡) is the voltage predicted by simulation of Eq. 3-3 with LS-GITT parameters
estimates, t0 is the start time of the discharge pulse, and Neval is chosen so calculated for the
discharge period [t0, t0 +τ].

3.1.2 LiFePO4
Olivine LiFePO4 (LFP) has been a very promising cathode candidate since its
electrochemical performance was reported by Padhi et al in 199734. Owing to inherent merits such
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as low toxicity, long cycle life, high safety and low cost potential, LFP has been attracting both
academic and industrial interests35. However, slow diffusion of lithium ion in LFP and small
electronic conductivity were reported limiting its high rate charge / discharge performance.
Decreasing diffusion length by tailoring nanoparticle size and adding carbon coating have been
popular methods to improve the performance accordingly35. Regarding lithium diffusion in LFP,
theoretical calculations conducted by Morgan36 and Islam37 conclude that the lithium ion transport
is along the [0 1 0] direction due to lower migration energy in the direction comparted to others,
which was confirmed Nishimura’s visualization experiment38.
The lithium intercalation / de-intercalation process can be written as:
𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + + 𝑥𝑒 − → 𝑥𝐿𝑖𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4 + (1 − 𝑥)𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4

[3-5]

𝐿𝑖𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4 − 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + − 𝑥𝑒 − → 𝑥𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4 + (1 − 𝑥)𝐿𝑖𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4 𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4

[3-6]

The reaction mechanism was first reported by Padhi et al 199734, with flat charge /
discharge profile accompanying coexistence of two phases LiFePO4 and FePO4. Two single phase
region outside of the two phase range was suggested by Srinivasan and Newman39 in their
shrinking core model. A comprehensive study through electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)
by Laffont40 provided a schematic view of the interfacial region of LiFePO4 and FePO4, which
was in agreement with Delmas’s domino-cascade model41, as shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3 Schematic view of the ‘domino-cascade’ mechanism: (a) Scheme showing a view of the
strains occurring during lithium de-intercalation. (b), Layered view of the lithium de-intercalation
/ intercalation mechanism in a LiFePO4 crystallite41.
Summarizing the debates above, lithium intercalation usually starts with diffusion into a
thin surface layer of lithium poor particle, forming a solid solution. Lithium concentration
continues to increase as intercalation goes on until a new lithium rich phase forms after exceeding
saturation solubility in the lithium poor phase. The interface keeps moving with huge
concentration imbalance between the two phases. Lithium continues to diffuse into lithium the
rich phase forming another solid solution after the lithium poor phase transforms into its
successor32b.

The coexistence of two phases makes both GITT and PITT methods unreliable as they
are based on assumptions of single phase diffusion with continuous concentration profile. For
phase change materials like LFP, lithium transport through both phase interface moving and
diffusion in single phase, resulting in a wide plateau region of OCP with abrupt changes at both
single phase ends. Thus, PITT, which applies potential steps may induce substantial composition
change42. For GITT, OCP should be constant among two phase region according to Gibbs’s phase
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rule making ∆𝑉𝑠 zero. Despite the unsolid theoretical base, experimental conditions especially
LFP structure and particles size may bring variation. Therefore many efforts on LFP solid
diffusion using forementioned traditional electroanalytical methods result in controversy32b.
However, the apparent solid diffusion coefficient obtained through traditional methods is still of
interest reflecting lithium ion interaction intensity and simplifying the solid diffusion part by
treating it as a single phase process. Concerns rise as they are still difficult to derived or 2-3
orders of magnitude lower in the two phase region, which is questionable as such a sluggish
process under the apparent solid diffusion coefficient assumption may cause huge overpotential
but not observed in the voltage profile.
Models involving moving boundary haven been proposed to address the problem by
distinguishing solid diffusion in both phases and the mobility of interface32b, 35, 43. The diffusion
coefficient for both phases at 2-phase region are in the same level of the values at single phase
region. However, to solve the complex model, many empirical energy parameters and estimations
are used, which limits its practical compatibility to different chemistry and cell configurations.
For the purpose of simulating battery dynamic response and reconstructing voltage profile in
macro level, we will use the LS-GITT method to extract solid diffusion coefficient and validate
its accuracy.

3.2 Experimental
Electrolytes with 1.2M LiPF6 (from PANAX) is composed of ethylene carbonate (EC),
diethyl carbonate (DEC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) with a volume ratio of 3:3:4. LiFePO4
electrode slurries, are prepared using LiFePO4 (LFP) (from Tatung Co., Taiwan), poly
vindylidene fluoride (PVDF) (Kynar HSV900 from Arkema), and carbon black (SuperP- Li from
Timcal), in an n-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) (from Sigma Aldrich) solvent. The weight ratio of
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LFP: PVDF: carbon is 83:7:10. They are mixed in a mortar for more than 1 hour to ensure
uniform dispersal and then spread onto a 20 um thick current collecting aluminum foil. After 2hour 120oC drying and pressing, electrodes disks are punched from the electrode foil. Finally the
electrodes are assembled into 2016 coin cells with 25um thick seperators (from Celgard) and
0.75mm thick lithium foil (from Alfa Aesar) in an MBraun glove box. Average loading of
LiFePO4 is about 3.2mg/cm2.
Coin cell tests for LFP are carried out with an Arbin BT2000 coin cell tester. Coin cells
are charged at 0.2C rate to 4.3V and kept under 4.3V until current dropped below 0.4C at 20oC. A
Tenney environmental chamber maintains target temperature for at least 4 hours prior to
discharge tests. The coin cells are discharged at a nominal 0.2C rate for 30 minutes and begin 30
minute resting. Open circuit potential (OCP) is recorded at the end of rest period. This process is
repeated until coil cell potential gets lower than 2.5V (2.0V for -40oC). Great efforts are put into
the GITT experiments. Hundreds of coin cells are made as multiple samples were parallel-tested
for repeatable data acquisition. A week to 10 days are taken for a single GITT test of one material
at one specific temperature thus making total testing time closed to one year. The current and
voltage data are processed with LSM method to estimate coefficients in Eq. 3-4.
𝑉(𝑠)
𝐼(𝑠)

=

𝑏2 𝑠2 +𝑏1 𝑠+𝑏0
,
𝑠2 +𝑎1 𝑠

where the coefficients ai and bi are related to the parameters of the cell, for example 𝑎1 =

[3-5]
35𝐷𝑠
.
𝑅𝑆2

Thus D can be easily calculated by Ds = a1𝑅𝑆2 /35 with known a1 through fitting. Accuracy is
quantified by 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐿𝑆 in Eq. 3-4.
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3.2 Results and discussion
The potential changes along with discharge capacity for coin cells with LFP cathode is
recorded and shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4 Potential-capacity curves for LFP cathode with 1.2M salt concentration at 20oC
As described above, each potential curve is composed of segments of smooth lines and
vertical lines, representing repeated discharge charge and resting processes respectively. The top
points of vertical lines were where OCP data (V3 and V4 for a center pulse) are recorded. When
discharge started, LFP electrode potential falls sharply into a plateau region as discharge goes
further and finally decreases to 2.5V, which could be seen from both the smooth and vertical
parts. It’s clear that the OCP is constant at most SOC stages, which is in agreement of Gibbs
Phase Rule according to Huggins’ discussion44. Thus ∆𝑉𝑆 ≈ 0 and the DS given by Eq. 3-1 will be
zero which is obviously not the case.
The calculated Ds and RMSLS for LFP is shown in Fig. 3-5. Throughout the whole SOC
range, Ds of LFP stays between 1E-11 and 1E-12 cm2/S, which is much more reasonable than the
value close to zero in the classic GITT method and in good agreement with Zhu and Wang’s
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work with moving boundary model32b. It should be noted that within the majority of the SOC
range (from 20% to 90%), RMSLS falls below an accept value of 1mV. However, at the starting
region (SOC above 90%) and the ending region (SOC below 20%), the Ds is inaccurate as the
RMSLS is above 10mV.

Figure 3-5 LFP solid diffusivity Ds and RMS estimation error through LS-GITT method
Fig. 3-6 shows representative pulse responses for LFP at 95% SOC (a), 50% (SOC) and
3% SOC (c). At 50% SOC, the voltage prediction by LS-GITT method is in a good match with
the experimental voltage data as RMSLS is below 1mV. Thus the diffusivity should be in a
reasonable region accordingly. But at 95% SOC and 3% SOC, the model fitting is not accurate as
the curves crossed each other with RMSLS up to 100mV. The large error is due to strong OCP
nonlinearity caused by the transition between single-phase and multi-phase region at the
beginning and the end of discharge, which is not included in the LS-GITT model.
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Figure 3-6 LFP Voltage response versus time (experimental (blue solid), and LS-GITT model
simulation (black dashed)): (a) 95% SOC, (b) 50% SOC, (c) 3% SOC.

The LS-GITT method is used on another two phase change materials, Li4Ti5O12 and
graphite with similar experimental procedure. Electrode slurries of Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) (from
Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha, Ltd), is prepared with an 80:10:10 weight ratio of LTO: PVDF: carbon.
Average loading of Li4Ti5O12 was about 3.3mg/cm2. Graphite from Nippon carbon is prepared
with 97.5 wt% and average loading is 5mg/cm2.
The results of LTO in Fig. 3-7 shows similar trend to that of LFP as they are both phase
change material with a single voltage plateau in its main SOC range. Ds of LTO mainly falls
between 1E-11 and 1E-12 cm2/S, with RMSLS less than 1mV. However, at the starting region
(SOC above 95%) and the ending region (SOC below 5%), the Ds is inaccurate with RMSLS up to
100mV due to the huge nonlinearity discussed above. Graphite result is a little more complicated
as it involves multi-phase transition. Small RMSLS less than 1mV is still achieved for most of the
two-phase region.
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Figure 3-7 LTO solid diffusivity Ds and RMS estimation error through LS-GITT method

Figure 3-8 Graphite solid diffusivity Ds and RMS estimation error through LS-GITT method

3.4 Conclusion
The LS-GITT method is applied for LFP, LTO and graphite for solid diffusion coefficient
measurement. The results are reasonable as they are in the comparable level to that of
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corresponding single phase. Quantified accuracy in terms of RMSLS is less than 1 mv in most SOC
range. The method shows good compatibility without specify phase change and chemistry
features and high efficiency reconstructing voltage responses.
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Chapter 4
Effect of Anode Binders on Low-Temperature Performance of Automotive
Li-ion Batteries

4.1 Introduction

Applications of rechargeable Li-ion batteries have expanded dramatically to micro
hybrid, hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), and electric vehicles (EV). As a result, performance and
cyclability of large-format Li-ion cells below the freezing point has become a new challenge.
Much research in the current literature has focused on investigating new electrolytes, because the
poor performance of Li-ion batteries at low temperatures is believed to mainly result from the low
ionic conductivity of the electrolytes and solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the graphite
surface45. However, the performance of Li-ion batteries is also strongly dependent on electrode
composition and structure46.
As a component in the electrodes of Li-ion batteries, the binder not only holds the active
materials and conductive additives to the current collectors, but also strongly influences electrode
processing and electrochemical performance. Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVdF) is widely used as
a traditional binder of cathodes and anodes because of its good electrochemical stability and
binding capability of the active materials to other particles and to the current collector, plus the
ability to absorb electrolyte for Li-ion transport to the active material surface47. However, the cost
of the PVdF-based electrode fabrication is high and it is not environment friendly because PVdF
is only soluble in an organic solvent, such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)48.
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Recently, styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) and sodium salt of carboxymethyl cellulose
(CMC) have been introduced as a suitable replacement binder for cathodes47a, 48-49 and anodes47a,
50

. The advantages of a water-soluble SBR and CMC binders are low cost, zero pollution, an

enhancement of the active material ratio in a cell due to the reduction of binder content, no
requirement for strict control of the processing humidity, and fast drying speed in electrode
fabrication48b. It is known that CMC binder is extremely stiff and brittle after vacuum drying, but
an addition of the elastomeric SBR to CMC results in electrodes that are less brittle, and then
show the improved physical properties47a, 50e. Thus, the water-soluble SBR/CMC mixture with
SBR as the primary binder and CMC as the thixotropic agent has been widely applied in the
anodes for Li-ion batteries48b, 50b.
It is reported that the SBR/CMC-based electrodes show less capacity fading and
irreversible capacity loss during cycling than the PVdF-based electrodes at room temperature49-50.
However, their low-temperature performance as anode binders suitable for automotive
applications has never been explored. The present study attempts, for the first time, to compare
SBR/CMC and PVdF binders in the anodes for electrochemical performance and cyclability of
Li-ion batteries at low temperatures.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Fabrication of large-format test cells
The cylindrical cells of 18650 size composed of LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (Umicore) as
cathodes and graphite (Nippon Carbon) as anodes were fabricated with 1.2 M of LiPF6 dissolved
in 2:2:6 volume ratio of ethylene carbonate (EC), with ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) and
dimethyl carbonate (DMC) as electrolyte (Panax Etec), including vinylene carbonate (VC) 2
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wt.% and fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) 5 wt.% as additives. The nominal capacity of the
cylindrical cells was designed at 2.0 Ah.
The cathodes were prepared by coating NMP based slurry onto 15 µm thick Al foil,
whose dry material consisted of LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (94 wt.%), Super-P (Timcal) (3 wt.%) as a
conductive additive and PVdF (Arkema) (3 wt.%) as a binder. Two types of binders were applied
to fabricate anodes. First, the SBR/CMC anodes were prepared by coating deionized (DI) water
based slurry onto 10 µm thick Cu foil, whose dry material consisted of graphite (97.5 wt.%), SBR
(Zeon) (1.5 wt.%) and CMC (Dai-Ichi Kogyo Seiyaku) (1 wt.%). SBR was used as purchased in
the form of an aqueous emulsion solution, and CMC was added to act as the thixotropic agent48b,
50b

. At the same time, the PVdF anode slurry was coated onto Cu foil. And the slurry was

composed of graphite (94 wt.%), PVdF (Kureha) (6 wt.%) and oxalic acid (0.2 wt.%) dissolved in
NMP solution. The oxalic acid in the slurry partially etched the Cu foil by removing surface
oxides, thus improving graphite adhesion to the substrate in the anodes of PVdF binder51.
The coated electrodes were pressed using a roll-press machine and trimmed to the size of
56 mm and 58 mm in width for the cathodes and the anodes, respectively. After drying for 6 hr at
120 C in a vacuum oven, the electrodes were then wound into jelly-rolls with Celgard-2320
separator of 20 µm in thickness using a semi-automatic winding machine. The cylindrical cells
were made by inserting jelly-rolls into metal cans of 18650 size and final assembly after filling
electrolyte in an Ar-filled grove box. All fabrication steps were carried out in the Battery
Manufacturing Laboratory (BML) of ECEC at Penn State, the first of such facilities in U.S.
universities.
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4.2.2 Characterization of electrodes
The morphology and surface chemistry of the electrodes were characterized using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyzer. The
adhesion strength of the electrodes was measured in a peeling test using an Instron tensiometer to
record the maximum force during the course of peeling. In this test, the coating layer of the
electrodes was first attached onto a glass substrate using a double-sided 2.5  5 cm tape, and then
it was pulled off at a speed of 5 cm/min. The electrical conductivity of the electrodes was
measured using the four-point probe DC method47a. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of the
binders was measured using a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) with heating (200 °C) and
cooling ( 80 °C) rates of 5 K/min in N2 gas on ~ 10 mg samples.

4.2.3 Electrochemical characterization of test cells
An Arbin battery tester (BT-2000) was used to perform charge-discharge tests. The
assembled cells were precharged at 0.2 C for 3 min to prevent the Cu foil from dissolving in
corrosive electrolyte during aging duration, and were then aged for 2 days at room temperature to
soak the electrodes in the electrolyte. The formation procedure of cells after aging and the chargedischarge test conditions are shown specifically in Table 4-1. Herein, 1 C-rate means the applied
current of 2.0 A. The cells after aging went through the formation and the standard chargedischarge steps before specific charge-discharge tests. At all the charge-discharge steps, the cells
were charged with a constant current (CC)-constant voltage (CV) mode and discharged with a CC
mode. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement was carried out using
FRA2 and PGSTAT20 system (Autolab) in the frequency range 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz.
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Charge: CC-CV mode

Discharge: CC mode

Test

Step

Step

Definition

C-rate

Cut-off

Rest

C-rate

Cut-off

Rest

Step 1

Formation

0.2 C

4.2 V, 0.02 C

10 min

0.5 C, 0.2 C

2.75 V

30 min

Step 2

Standard

0.5 C

4.2 V, 0.02 C

10 min

0.2 C

2.75 V

30 min

0.5 C

4.2 V, 0.02 C

10 min

0.5 C

2.75 V

30 min

1.0 C

4.2 V, 0.05 C

10 min

1.0 C

3.0 V

10 min

Temperature
Step 3

discharge
Cycle

Table 4-1. The formation procedure of cells after aging and the charge-discharge test conditions.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Physical properties of SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes
Fig. 4-1 shows SEM and EDX mapping images of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes
before and after the roll-press. The SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes were pressed to the same
electrode density with 30 % porosity. The graphite particles were composed of many small
graphite domains and the average diameter of the particles was about 12 µm. Since CMC
contains sodium (Na) and PVdF contains fluorine (F), the mapping of Na and F using EDX made
it easy to observe the distribution of SBR/CMC and PVdF binders in the anodes. The EDX
mapping images show that SBR/CMC and PVdF binders were completely coated on the graphite
particles,and the dispersion of SBR/CMC binder was slightly more uniform than that of PVdF
binder. It is reported that the zeta potential of particles in SBR/CMC binder and DI water system
was higher than that in PVdF binder and NMP system, suggesting the electrostatic repulsive force
between the particles in the former system is higher than that in the latter system49. Therefore,
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SBR/CMC binder can efficiently stabilize the particle dispersion in the coating slurry, achieving
better final distribution.

Figure 4-1 SEM and EDX mapping images of (a) SBR/CMC and (b) PVdF anodes before the rollpress, and (c) SBR/CMC and (d) PVdF anodes after the roll-press.

The adhesion strength between the pressed graphite coating layer and Cu foil in the
SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes is shown in Fig. 4-2 (a). Although the amount of SBR/CMC binder
in the anodes was lower than that of PVdF binder, the adhesion of the SBR/CMC anode was
slightly stronger than that of the PVdF anode. It is known that SBR/CMC binder exhibits weaker
smaller tensile strength, higher Young’s modulus, greater maximum elongation and stronger
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adhesionto the current collector than PVdF binder50b. It is also reported that the swelling of
SBR/CMC binder in the electrolyte is less than that of PVdF binder, resulting in higher stability
of the SBR/CMC anode, as the swelling of binder in the electrolyte weakens the adhesion of the
electrode materials to other particles and to the current collector, leading to an increase in the
contact resistance49, 50b.

Figure 4-2 (a) The adhesion strength and (b) electrical conductivity of SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes.

The higher electrical conductivity of the PVdF anode than that of the SBR/CMC anode at
room temperature is shown in Fig. 4-2 (b). Since SBR/CMC and PVdF binders are electrically
insulating50a, 52, the electrical conductivity of the electrodes depends on the amount and the
distribution of binders in the electrodes. Although the amount of SBR/CMC binder in the anodes
was lower than that of PVdF binder, the lower electrical conductivity of the SBR/CMC anode
than that of the PVdF anode could be mainly due to its good distribution on graphite particles,
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resulting in the electrical insulation between graphite particles, which hinders the Li-ion diffusion
into/from the graphite.

4.3.2 Electrochemical properties of SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes
Fig. 4-3 shows the charge-discharge curves of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at
formation and standard charge-discharge steps. The discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency
of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at formation and standard charge-discharge steps are shown
in Table 4-2, while these values are averaged for 10 cells. The shape of the charge-discharge
curves of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes were similar, but the polarization of the SBR/CMC
anode at initial stage was slightly larger than that of the PVdF anode, resulting from the lower
electrical conductivity than that of the PVdF anode at room temperature. However, although
electrical conductivity of the SBR/CMC anode was lower than that of the PVdF anode, the
discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency of the SBR/CMC anode were higher than that of the
PVdF anode, as shown in Table 2. The discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency of the
SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes were 2.08 Ah and 2.06 Ah, 86.86 % and 86.19 % at formation
charge-discharge step, and 2.07 Ah and 2.04 Ah, 99.52 % and 99.31 % at standard chargedischarge step, respectively. The lower irreversible capacity of the SBR/CMC anode than that of
the PVdF anode was due to an interaction (reaction) of surface functional groups of the graphite
with CMC, resulting in a rapid SEI formation on graphite surface50a, 50f.
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Figure 4-3 Charge-discharge curves of SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at formation and standard
charge-discharge steps.
Formation charge-discharge

Standard charge-discharge

Discharge

Coulombic

Discharge

Coulombic

capacity (Ah)

efficiency (%)

capacity (Ah)

efficiency (%)

SBR/CMC anode

2.08

86.86

2.07

99.52

PVdF anode

2.06

86.19

2.04

99.31

Table 4-2 The discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at
formation and standard charge-discharge steps.

Fig. 4-4 shows the discharge curves, discharge capacity ratio to that at 25C, and average
discharge voltage of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at various temperatures. At room and high
temperatures, the discharge capacity of the SBR/CMC anode (2.04 Ah at 25 C and 2.13 Ah at 45
C) was slightly higher than that of the PVdF anode (2.00 Ah at 25 C and 2.07 Ah at 45 C),
indicating that discharge capacity at such conditions was mainly affected by the irreversible
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reaction rather than electrical conductivity of the anodes. However, as the temperature decreased,
discharge capacity of the SBR/CMC anode dropped more than that of the PVdF anode, as shown
in Fig. 4 (b). For instance, discharge capacity of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at  30 C was
0.79 Ah (~ 39 % of discharge capacity at 25 C) and 0.86 Ah (~ 43 % of discharge capacity at 25
C), respectively. It is believed that the charge-discharge performance at low temperature was
significantly affected by the electrical conductivity of the anodes.
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Figure 4-4 (a) The discharge curves, (b) discharge capacity percentage to the one at 25 C, and (c)
average discharge voltage of SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at various temperatures.

The electrical conductivity of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at low temperature was
not measured, but it is expected that the electrical conductivity of the PVdF anode at low
temperature was also higher than that of the SBR/CMC anode. It is known that SBR/CMC binder
with higher Tg (~  5 C) would change more easily from flexible structure to rigid structure at
low temperature than PVdF binder with lower Tg (~  35 C). In addition, since PVdF binder is
ionically conductive52 and easily absorbs the electrolyte49, 50b, the Li-ion diffusion in the PVdF
anode was faster than that in the SBR/CMC anode. The difference between the charge-discharge
performance of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at low temperature was well presented in the
polarization of discharge voltage, as shown in Fig. 4-4 (c). Although the polarization of discharge
voltage of the SBR/CMC anode was similar to that of the PVdF anode at room and high
temperatures, as the temperature decreased, it rose to a higher level than that of the PVdF anode.
Fig. 4-5 shows the Nyquist plots of EIS for the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at 50 %
DOD (depth of discharge) on the discharge curves (Fig. 4 (a)) at various temperatures. They all
exhibit an inductive loop at very high frequency, two overlapped semicircles at high to middle
frequency, and a slope line at low frequency. The inductive loop at very high frequency is
affected by the battery and electrode structure, such as the jelly-roll configuration and porous
electrode structure of 18650 batteries53. These impedance patterns can be interpreted in terms of
bulk impedance, interfacial impedance and faradic impedance53. The bulk impedance corresponds
to an intersection of the inductive loop with real axis (Z′), which is a pure ohmic resistance (Rb),
including the electrical and ionic resistance of two electrodes and electrolyte, and of other
resistive components such as current collectors, leads and the contact resistance between the leads
of the measurement instrument and the cell terminals. The interfacial impedance corresponds to
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the semicircle at high frequency, which is attributed to the resistance (RSEI) and the capacitance
(CSEI) of SEI formed on the surface of two electrodes. The faradic impedance consists of chargetransfer impedance and Warburg impedance. The charge-transfer impedance corresponds to the
semicircle at medium frequency, which is attributed to the charge-transfer resistance (Rct) and the
double-layer capacitance (Cdl). Warburg impedance corresponds to the slope line at low
frequency, which is related to the Li-ion diffusion on the interface between the active material
particles and the electrolyte.
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Figure 4-5 Nyquist plots of EIS for SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at DOD 50 % on the discharge
curves at various temperatures.

At all temperatures, all the resistance values (Rb, RSEI, and Rct) of the SBR/CMC anode
were higher than those of the PVdF anode, as shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, the difference
between the resistance of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes increased continuously with decrease
in temperature. This result could be attributed to the higher electrical and ionic conductivity of the
PVdF anode than those of the SBR/CMC anode. As mentioned above, PVdF binder with lower Tg
was ionically conductive and easily absorbed electrolyte. Therefore, the impedance of the PVdF
anode was smaller than that of the SBR/CMC anode at low temperature. Hence the Li-ion
diffusion in the PVdF anode was faster than that in the SBR/CMC anode at low temperature.
Fig. 4-6 shows the cycle performance of the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at various
temperatures. At 25 C cycle shown in Fig. 6 (a), the discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency
at the 1st cycle were 2.03 Ah and 97.65 % for the SBR/CMC anode and 2.01 Ah and 96.41 % for
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the PVdF anode, respectively. As discussed above, the lower irreversible capacity of the
SBR/CMC anode than that of the PVdF anode was due to an interaction (reaction) of surface
functional groups of the graphite with CMC, resulting in a rapid SEI formation on the graphite
surface50a, 50f. At the same time, the SBR/CMC anode showed slightly better cycle performance
than the PVdF anode at 25 C. The discharge capacity was 89.11 % of its initial value for the
SBR/CMC anode and 88.21 % of initial value for the PVdF anode after 300 cycles. The improved
cycle performance of the SBR/CMC anode could be attributed to the higher electrode structure
stability with SBR/CMC binder.
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Figure 4-6 Cycle performance of SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes at (a) 25 C, (b) 0 C, and (c)  10
C.
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However, at 0 C and  10 C, as shown in Fig. 4-6 (b) and (c), the cycle performance of
the SBR/CMC and PVdF anodes appeared different from those at 25 C. At low temperature, the
PVdF anode showed higher discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency than the SBR/CMC
anode during cycling. For the SBR/CMC anode, the discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency
at the 1st cycle were 1.42 Ah and 75.58 % at 0 C, and 1.16 Ah and 62.09 % at  10 C,
respectively. On the other hand, for the PVdF anode, the discharge capacity and coulombic
efficiency at the 1st cycle were 1.53 Ah and 79.56 % at 0 C, and 1.31 Ah and 66.83 % at  10 C,
respectively. As the temperature decreased, the discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency at
the 1st cycle of both anodes were also reduced, indicating that the Li-ion deintercalation from the
anodes was limited at low temperature. In addition to the bulk resistance of the electrolyte, the
nature of SEI formed on the graphite surface plays a significant role in determining the lowtemperature discharge performance54. As shown in Fig. 5, the two resistances, Rb and RSEI,
together with Rct of the SBR/CMC anode were much higher than those of the PVdF anode.
Specifically, the RSEI and Rct of the SBR/CMC anode increased abruptly with decrease in
temperature. Therefore, the SBR/CMC anode exhibited smaller discharge capacity and coulombic
efficiency during low-temperature cycle than the PVdF anode. In the case of the PVdF anode, the
coulombic efficiency from the 2nd cycle reached almost 100 % at all temperatures. On the other
hand, for the SBR/CMC anode at  10 C, the same situation occurred after the 20th cycle, as
shown in Fig. 6 (c). This demonstrated that the Li-ion deintercalation from the SBR/CMC anode
was more difficult than that from the PVdF anode at low temperature.
Beside discharge behavior, cycle performances also varied a lot at low temperatures. The
discharge capacity dropped to only 34.83 % of its initial value for the SBR/CMC anode and
remained as high as 64.18 % for the PVdF anode at 0 C after 150 cycles. The former was
37.76 % and the latter was 49.03 % at  10 C after 100 cycles. Moreover, the discharge capacity
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of the SBR/CMC anode dropped sharply at the early stage of cycling, and then fell into a plateau
region around 0.45Ah. On the other hand, the discharge capacity of the PVdF anode decreased
gradually, as shown in Fig. 6 (c). It is expected that this discharge capacity value (0.45 Ah) was
the minimum reversible capacity of this battery system at low temperature. The better cycle
performance at low temperature of the PVdF anode than that of the SBR/CMC anode could be
attributed to its higher electrical and ionic conductivity.

4.4 Conclusion

In this study, 2.0Ah cylindrical 18650 cells composed of LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 as cathodes
and graphite as anodes were fabricated to investigate the effect of SBR/CMC and PVdF binders
in the anodes on low-temperature performance and cyclability of Li-ion batteries for automotive
applications.
The dispersion of SBR/CMC binder on the graphite particles was slightly more uniform
than that of PVdF binder. Thus, although the amount of SBR/CMC binder in the anodes was
lower, the adhesion strength of the SBR/CMC anode was slightly higher than that of the PVdF
anode. On the other hand, because of its lower Tg, higher ionic conductivity and better absorption
of electrolyte, the PVdF anode exhibited higher electrical and ionic conductivity than that of the
SBR/CMC anode at low temperatures, and hencesmaller impedance. Additionally, the Li-ion
diffusion in the PVdF anode was faster than that in the SBR/CMC anode at low temperatures.
These properties of the PVdF anode contributed to its improved discharge behavior and cycle
performance at low temperatures compared to the SBR/CMC anode. At 25 C after 300 cycles,
the discharge capacity maintained 89.11% of its initial value for the SBR/CMC anode and
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88.21% of its initial value for the PVdF anode, but only 34.83% for the former and 64.18% for
the latter at 0C after 150 cycles.
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Chapter 5
Li-ion Battery Core for Multifunctional Composite PowerPanels

5.1 Introduction
Electric vehicle (EV) market has become very promising in recent years exciting global
battery industry. Numerous hybrid, plug in and pure electric vehicles are showing up for purchase
from different auto companies, among which Model S and X from Tesla are superstars pursued
enthusiastically by consumers around the world. Despite its successful commercial strategies,
Tesla’s rise is also benefited from lower cost by using widely available 18650 battery cells, an
efficient battery management system and sophisticated safety and reliability control. Although
replacing complicated internal combustion engine (ICE) and transmission system with simpler
electric motors allows easy maintenance and space saving, thousands of battery cells are installed
on board to provide a comparable driving range to that of ICE vehicles. Owing to the current low
energy density battery chemistry (compared to the driving range requirements), battery cells
usually take huge space and weight, trading off its advantage of electric motor to some extent.
Tesla puts 18650 cells in a battery board low in the structure frame with good management but
the battery cells are still functioning as only energy storage devices55. Recently, a group of
scientist at Penn State University proposed an integration strategy by designing the battery into
structural composites to reduce weight, volume and cost with enhanced safety56. A novel
composite fabrication process is applied that bonds composite or aluminum face sheets to both
sides of a thin, transversely mounted battery cell. The cell is made from state-of-the-art anode and
cathode materials to ensure high performance with transverse orientation enabling bonding of the
battery structural materials (the aluminum and copper current collectors) to the face sheets. Thus,
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the transversely bonded batteries provide shear and through-the-thickness strength and stiffness
required for high structural performance56. The proposed PowerPanel design concept takes
advantage of the structural capabilities of battery cells and integrates energy storage into a
composite panel that could be used in the floor of an EV. In this chapter, we will explore the
design, fabrication and testing process for the battery core of the PowerPanel with the lab scale
Li-ion battery manufacturing facilities at Penn State Battery and Energy Storage Technology
(BEST) Center.

5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Electrode design: wound jelly roll vs stacked strips
To provide high structural performance, the battery core is placed in transverse
orientation with electrode sheets perpendicular to the aluminum face sheets. Wound jelly roll
design is widely used in battery industry to produce 18650 or 26650 cells. In the current design of
half inch wide electrode, jelly rolls have to be made with huge diameters with significant
resistance lowering electrode performance not to mention it’s also not practical due to limitations
of winding machines. Thus, the stacked strip is chosen as a new approach as shown in Figure 5-1.
It originates from the conventional sandwich structure used in pouch cells but stacking direction
is changed by 90 degree to accompany structure performance.
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Figure 5-1 Stacked PowerPanel Design56

5.2.2 Electrode fabrication and assembly
The anode and cathode coatings are made according the same procedure described in
Chapter 4, followed by slitting and pressing into the designed dimensions. Anode coating are
bigger than cathode in both width and length direction to ensure safety and material utilization.
The two are both smaller than separators to avoid shorting. The difference in sizes increases
difficulty assembling electrodes. During jelly winding process, alignment is maintained with high
tension along electrode length direction so that cathode coating is always within the area of anode
coating and bigger separators prevent them from touching each other. The same safety target is
hard to achieve as stacking narrow strips without tension is very difficult when electrodes and
separators are loose and sticky. Here a new design of separator pouch is proposed to address the
problem. Two layers of Celgard separators are well aligned and welded together by the heat
sealing machine shown in Figure 5-2 (a) to form a pouch in Figure 5-2 (b). Cathode strips are
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then inserted in to the separator pouches and stacked with anode electrodes. The separator
pouches work with shorting prevention and alignment maintenance function as their width match
that of anodes. The assembly process is now greatly facilitated by simply stacking pouched
cathodes with anodes, as shown in Figure 5-2 (c) and (d).

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5-2 Electrode strips assembly process. (a) Heat sealing machine; (b) separator pouch; (c)
pouched cathodes; (d) stacking strips.
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5.2.3 Electrode Connection
Electrodes are made into small groups with 11 cathodes and 11 anodes for easy handling.
Alternative ways of connections such as pressed contact of pre-folded electrodes were tried but
found with high resistance variation. Each layers of cathodes and anodes are welded with
aluminum tabs and nickel tabs respectively, as shown in Figure 5-3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-3 Welding Al tabs to cathodes (a) and Ni tabs to anodes (b).
The tabs from both cathodes and anodes are welded again and tightened onto a screw
respectively for external connection, as shown in Figure 5-4.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5-4 Tab connection to external screw: (a) cathodes; (b) anodes.

5.2.4 Shorting prevention
The highest risk of battery failure is shorting. Once cathodes touch anodes, the battery is
shorted and there is no way to recover it under the in-house manufacturing condition if shorting is
found after electrolyte filling. Resistance between cathodes and anodes are frequently measured
and through-out examination is performed if any resistance below 10,000 ohms is detected. In the
PowerPanel design, anodes are bounded with face sheets. Therefore cathodes should always be
prevented from touching anodes or face sheets. Additional separator arches and tapes are used to
protect electrodes from potential separator pouch failure and cathode tabs contacting face sheets,
as illustrated in Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-5 Additional shorting prevention

5.2.5 Face sheet bounding and electrolyte filling
Face sheeting bounding to electrodes and C-channels are performed by Abhen Singh and
Jiho Seo. 63.1g electrolyte consisting of 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate / dimethyl carbonate /
diethyl carbonate (EC/DMC/DEC, 1:1:1 by volume) is filled. After final sealing, the half scale
panel is shown in Figure 5-6.
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18.9Ah, 70Wh, 282ml, 622g

Figure 5-6 Photo of half scale PowerPanel.

5.3 Results and discussion
After formation process, the half-scale PowerPanel was tested to obtain cell capacity at
C/3 rate and room temperature. The charge and discharge curves for the 1st cycles are shown in
Figure 5-7. The discharge capacity is 18.9 Ah, and accordingly, the PowerPanel energy is: 18.9
Ah × 3.7 V = 70 Wh. Its energy density is 248 Wh/L and specific energy is 113 Wh/kg. As
clearly seen in Figure 5-7, the discharge curve shows relatively big voltage drop due to high
Ohmic resistance. Such high resistance may be caused by poor tab connections from current
collectors to electrical terminals, impaired contact between electrode layers and wrinkled
separator pouches due to heat sealing on the edges of separator. This high resistance problem will
be solved on the PowerPanel in future work.
Figure 5-8 shows discharge curves at C/3 for 50 cycles before mechanical tests. The
discharge capacity decreases with cycling; the voltage drop increases with cycling in the initial 10
cycles, as shown in Figure 5-8 (a), which indicates rising Ohmic resistance. However, the
discharge curves from cycle 10 to cycle 50 in Figure 5-8 (b) exhibit decreasing voltage drop and
Ohmic resistance with cycling. The decrease of Ohmic resistance with cycling is supported by
EIS (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy) results at 50% SOC (state of charge) after cycle 2
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and cycle 50. The Nyquist plots in Figure 5-9 present decreasing Ohmic resistance (high
frequency intercept at real axis) from 86.7 m after cycle 2 to 62.4 m after cycle 50, whereas
the interfacial resistance (mid-frequency semi-circular arc width) increases from 2.0 m after
cycle 2 to 2.6 m after cycle 50. The decrease of Ohmic resistance might result from improved
contact between electrode layers and wrinkled separator pouches ascribable to volume expansion
of electrode layers during cycling. This leads to lowering surface temperatures on the PowerPanel
from cycle 10 to cycle 50 (Figure 5-7). The surface temperatures near positive and negative
terminals reach 37.3 oC and 34.0 oC at the end of discharge of cycle 10; comparatively, those are
34.2 oC and 32.0 oC at the end of discharge of cycle 50; the ambient temperature keeps around 24
o

C.

Figure 5-7 Half-scale PowerPanel charge and discharge curves for the 1st cycle at C/3 rate and room
temperature.
Capacity fade with cycling is shown in Figure 5-11. The capacity retention is 84.3% after
50 cycles prior to mechanical testing. The coulombic efficiency is 89.6% for the 1st cycle, and
increases to 99.0% for the 12th cycle and subsequently stays above 99% until 50 cycles. After 50
cycles, mechanical tests were performed by Abhen Singh and showed excellent stiffness around
1800 N/mm. No leakage or visible damage was found even under 1000 N load. Subsequently,
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charge and discharge cycling were continued. Discharge curves at C/3 for cycle 50 just before
mechanical tests and cycle 51 just after mechanical tests in Figure 5-12 (a) show that the
mechanical tests caused no loss of discharge capacity (or even 0.1% rise from 15.906 Ah to
15.919 Ah. Nevertheless, the mechanical tests brought higher Ohmic resistance, and accordingly
the voltage drop in the discharge curve for cycle 51 is greater than that for cycle 50 in Figure 5-12
(a). Also, the coulombic efficiency decreases from 99.1% at cycle 50 to 96.3% at cycle 51, and
increases to 99.1% for the 56th cycle and then keeps at that level (Figure 5-11). The capacity
retention is 79.3% after 90 cycles.
The EIS results after cycle 90 (Figure 5-9) show that Ohmic resistance (high frequency
intercept at real axis) is 77.1 m and the interfacial resistance (mid-frequency semi-circular arc
width) is 3.2 m. Comparing with those after cycle 50 before mechanical tests, the Ohmic
resistance increases by 14.7 m and the interfacial impedance increases by 0.6 m. The increase
of Ohmic resistance (14.7 m) is supposed to result from the mechanical tests, and its product
after multiplying the discharge current (14.7 m ×6 A = 88 mV) is very close to the difference
of voltage drop (96 mV) in the discharge curve at 50% SOC between cycle 50 and cycle 51, as
shown in Figure 5-11 (a). The voltage drop has little change from cycle 51 to cycle 90 as shown
Figure 5-11 (b).
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Figure 5-8 (a) Discharge curves at C/3 for initial 10 cycles; (b) Discharge curves at C/3 for 50
cycles.
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Figure 5-9 Nyquist plots of electrochemical impedance spectra measured at 50% SOC after cycle
2, cycle 50 and cycle 90.
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Figure 5-10 Surface temperatures on the PowerPanel (near positive terminal, near negative terminal
and ambient), changing with discharge time during cycle 10 and cycle 50.
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Figure 5-11 Charge and discharge capacity (Ah), capacity retention (%) and coulombic efficiency
(%) varying with cycle number.
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Figure 5-12 (a) Discharge curves at C/3 for cycle 50 just before mechanical tests and cycle 51 just
after mechanical tests; (b) Discharge curves at C/3 from cycle 51 to cycle 90 after mechanical tests.

5.4 Conclusion
A 19 Ah PowerPanel is successfully fabricated using lab scale battery manufacturing
facility. Separator pouches and additional arch with tapes prevent the battery core from shorting.
79.3% capacity retention is achieved after 90 cycles with good structural performance. Ohmic
resistance of the battery core decreased from the 10th to 50th cycle due to enhanced contact owing
to volume expansion. Its increase after 90 cycles is probably the result of mechanical tests.
Higher cathode temperature indicates bigger resistance than anode side. The design and
fabrication procedure is under improvement for longer cycle life by applying better handling of
materials, removing impurities and maintain good contact between electrodes and components.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
The work starts with electrolyte ionic conductivity with extended salt concentrations
under different temperatures. Maximum conductivity is obtained with 1.2M salt concentration.
The conductivity change trend is explained by 3 factors: the number of free ions, the viscosity of
electrolyte and the dielectric constant. Solid phase lithium diffusion is then studied with LS-GITT
method. Without inputting phase change and chemistry features, the method successfully extract
apparent solid diffusion coefficient at a reasonable magnitude level. Reconstructing voltage
profiles approves high accuracy. Enhanced low temperature performance of 18650 cells is
achieved through comparison between PVDF and SBE/CMC binders. Finally a pilot design and
fabrication of a 19 Ah battery core in multifunctional composite PowerPanel is successfully
demonstrated with lab scale facilities. 79.3% capacity is retained after 90 cycles. The future work
will try to correlate intrinsic material property to macro battery performance in an extended level,
adding features to the LS-GITT method to extract more properties and thus improve industry
level battery performance through both material fundamentals and practical engineering
strategies.
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